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ABSTRACT
We propose a new combination of static and dynamic analyses
to improve software quality in large, framework-intensive appli-
cations, e.g., for performance and security.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures; D.3.4
[Programming languages]: Processors

General Terms
Experimentation, Languages, Measurement, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity of tasks accomplished by software

has led to the proliferation of large framework-intensive applica-
tions. For example, Web applications are typically built by inte-
grating numerous layers of middleware, libraries and frameworks.
Clearly, it is important to ensure a high level of software quality
for these applications. A lot of effort has been devoted to iden-
tify performance bottlenecks, memory leaks, cross-site scripting
or SQL-injection vulnerabilities in web applications, for example.
The complex interactions between the various layers of libraries
and frameworks can, however, make such tasks very difficult. In
many cases, the complexity of framework-intensive applications
can even cause some of the problems. For example, many develop-
ers introduce performance problems in their software by unknow-
ingly misusing expensive APIs. Tool support is therefore required
to assist developers in improving the overall quality of their soft-
ware.

Framework-intensive applications are a challenge to existing anal-
ysis techniques. Purely static analyses, accomplished through ex-
amination of code without execution, suffer problems of insuffi-
cient scalability and/or insufficient precision for answering behav-
ioral questions for these systems. For instance, the common use of
dynamic class loading and reflective mechanisms in Web applica-
tions forces static analyses to make worst-case assumptions about
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the possible behavior of a program. Purely dynamic analyses, ac-
complished through judiciously placed instrumentation in source
code, bytecode or by probing the JVM runtime system, introduce
too much execution overhead, especially for production systems, or
are too limited in the information gathered. The main contribution
of this research is a new analysis paradigm, blended analysis, that
avoids individual weaknesses of pure static and dynamic analyses
by combining them in new ways.

There are two main approaches for combining static and dy-
namic analysis techniques:

1. Static analysis can be used to determine where dynamic anal-
ysis should be triggered in an attempt to minimize the run-
time overhead. There has been some work in the literature
exploring this alternative. The most common use of this
strategy involves using a dynamic analysis to collect facts
about a program that could not be determined statically.

2. Dynamic analysis can be used to precisely capture the scope
of a problem, and focus a static analysis on the areas of in-
terest based on one or more concrete executions of the appli-
cation. We call analyses that follow this alternative blended
analyses because they commonly rely on a close coupling
of the individual analysis components. This combination of
static and dynamic analyses is relatively unexplored.

Note that in both cases, feedback loops can be introduced between
the static and dynamic analyses. For example, in our previous
work, the results of a blended analysis are further refined by post-
processing them with additional dynamic information from a more
precise representation of the dynamic calling structure.

Our research aims to make the following contributions:

• a new analysis paradigm, blended analysis, that achieves high
precision at a practical cost,

• blended analyses that help improve the quality of framework-
intensive applications, notably for performance diagnosis and
security,

• a publicly available infrastructure based on WALA1, an open-
source analysis framework, that will lower the barriers to fur-
ther investigations into framework-intensive applications.

Overview. Section 2 introduces the blended analysis paradigm
in details. Section 3 discusses our initial experiments with apply-
ing blended analysis to a common performance problem. Section 4
presents our plan to apply blended analysis to taint analysis. Fi-
nally, related work is discussed in Section 5.

1http://wala.sourceforge.net
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2. BLENDED ANALYSIS
Blended analysis is a tightly coupled combination of dynamic

and static analyses, in which the dynamic analysis determines the
program region to which the static analysis will be applied. In our
previous work on blended analysis, the dynamic analysis obtained
a calling structure of a program on which a subsequent, interproce-
dural static analysis was performed. [6, 7] Blended analysis aims
to capture detailed properties of a single execution or set of execu-
tions with a precision comparable to that of a pure dynamic anal-
ysis while keeping the run-time overhead as low as possible. In
other words, blended analysis pushes the most expensive part of
the computation to an offline static analysis that uses the results of
a previous lightweight dynamic analysis. This is essential for anal-
ysis of real-world, deployed applications, for which slowing down
execution by more than a few percent is unacceptable.

Blended analyses are generally unsafe because, unlike static anal-
yses, they do not summarize the behavior of all possible executions.
When a safe static analysis is combined with a dynamic analysis,
however, the resulting blended analysis is safe for the finite set
of executions under consideration. Blended analysis are therefore
well suited for tasks that require very detailed information about
a particular execution (e.g., finding the bottleneck in a transaction
that exhibits performance problems).

Blended analysis offers many advantages compared to a purely
static or dynamic analysis. First, blended analysis limits the scope
of the static analysis calling paths in the code that were exercised at
runtime, thus dramatically reducing the cost of a very precise static
analysis. Reducing the focus of the static analysis allows achieve-
ment of high precision over an interesting portion of the program.
Second, blended analysis only requires a lightweight dynamic anal-
ysis, thus limiting the amount of overhead and perturbation during
execution. Third, it eliminates the problems of how to handle dy-
namic class loading and reflective method calls, as these can be
captured by the dynamic analysis. This allows blended analyses to
operate under closed-world assumptions.

3. INITIAL RESULTS
Framework-intensive applications often suffer from performance

problems despite having been tested prior to deployment. For ex-
ample, a real database can uncover unexpected complexities that
were not present in a testing database, resulting in longer compu-
tation times. One common performance problem in framework-
intensive applications is object churn, that is, the creation of an
excessive number of temporary objects, or temporaries. Creating
temporaries is usually a very expensive operation due to memory
allocation and object initialization costs. This problem is exacer-
bated by the fact that groups of related temporaries are often cre-
ated together. They may be temporary data structures used to ac-
complish a specific task or subordinate temporaries used to cre-
ate such structures themselves. In extreme cases, object churn can
result in almost continuous calls on the garbage collector, effec-
tively halting execution progress because of the amount of tempo-
rary storage being used and released over short intervals of time.
A possible solution to object churn is to reuse temporaries rather
than recreate them. This optimization requires detailed knowledge
of the usage of temporaries in an application. In [6], we presented
the blended analysis paradigm, and an initial blended escape anal-
ysis algorithm. In [7], we presented an optimized blended escape
analysis algorithm and successfully used it to study temporaries in
framework-intensive applications.

Escape analysis computes bounds on the reachability of objects.
For instance, it can be used to determine which objects can be ac-
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Figure 1: Breakdown of the dynamic instances by escape be-
havior

WSJdbcDataSource.getConnection(...)

CAPTURED ARG_ESCAPED

1 char[]1 WSPrincipalImpl

3 LinkedList

3 LinkedList$Entry

2 LinkedList$Entry

1 PasswordCredential

1 Subject

3 Subject$SecureSet
  (3 possible alloc sites)

2 Object[]

1 WSJccSQLJConnection

1 ArrayList 1 ArrayList

Figure 2: Example of a method that allocates a temporary data
structure

cessed beyond a given method’s lifetime, and has traditionally used
to perform on-stack allocation and synchronization removal. An
object is said to escape a program region if it is reachable beyond
the lifetime of that region, i.e., if the lifetime of the object is not
bounded by the execution of the program region. In order to iden-
tify sources of object churns, it is desirable to identify sets of meth-
ods with many allocated objects, but few escaping objects, during
their lifetime.

We performed initial experiments with blended escape analysis
on two well-known framework-intensive applications: Trade 6, a fi-
nancial simulation Web application running in the IBM Websphere
middleware, and the Eclipse JDT Compiler, an incremental Java
compiler. We used three different configurations of Trade obtained
by varying the way the application interacts with the database as
well as its use of Web Services (e.g., SOAP). Because the Trade
application consists of a small amount of application code that in-
teracts with a large number of libraries and frameworks, we used
these three configurations as individual benchmarks, as have other
researchers [20].

Figure 1 shows the distribution of dynamic object instances ac-
cording to their escape behavior for all benchmarks. The bottom
portion of the bar (black) corresponds to those instances that our
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blended escape analysis has identified as never escaping globally.
Clearly, temporaries account for a significant portion of all allo-
cated objects. Figure 2 shows the results of our blended escape
analysis for the getConnection method of the J2EE data source
layer. Data sources are an abstraction above the database access
layer, enabling such features as connection pooling and precom-
piled query caching. This example is typical of how the layering of
frameworks can cause a simple function, in this case obtaining the
use of a locally cached connection, to lead to the costly initializa-
tion of complex temporary structures.

In order to access the connection, a Subject authentication struc-
ture is built using Java’s standard security framework. The figure
shows that this is a temporary structure, not visible beyond get-
Connection. Blended escape analysis results allow us to make
two observations regarding the use of temporaries in this method.
First, the implementation of this authentication code is subopti-
mal. In this application, a single user ID and password are used,
but the Java authentication mechanism still uses a list of princi-
pals, for example. Second, the temporary Subject data structure
is created and initialized on every invocation of getConnection,
for a total of 5 times in the single transaction we profiled.2 In this
application, the same user ID and password is used throughout a
transaction. This suggests the possible optimization of saving the
Subject structure within each transaction, or perhaps even across
transactions for the same user.

4. RESEARCH PLAN
Our initial experiments show that blended analysis is promising

as a practical means to identify object churn. Our results indicate
that the blended analysis paradigm is particularly effective at re-
ducing the cost of a precise but expensive static analysis. We there-
fore plan to apply our blended analysis technique to taint analysis.
Taint analysis associates taint markers with values in a program and
propagates them according to the flow of information in the pro-
gram. Taint analysis can be used to prevent a wide range of attacks
such as SQL-injection (e.g., [13]) and cross-site scripting attacks
(e.g., [16]), but is known to be very expensive in practice. Static
taint analyses often focus on explicit data dependences, thus ig-
noring implicit control dependences, because of performance con-
cerns. Dynamic taint analyses can, on the other hand, significantly
slow down the execution of an application, often by more than one
order of magnitude (e.g., [3]).

We believe that a blended taint analysis could provide a good
compromise between static and dynamic taint analysis approaches.
A blended taint analysis would only require a lightweight dynamic
analysis, and would be significantly cheaper to compute than a full
static analysis. A blended analysis would also be more likely to
have less false positives than a static analysis. Finally, a blended
taint analysis could result in more accurate witness paths in the
case of taint violations than a traditional static analysis because it
only analyzes code that was executed at runtime (i.e., for which
a witness path is known to be available). We plan to implement a
blended taint analysis and compare it to existing static and dynamic
taint analyses in terms of precision and cost.

5. RELATED WORK
Studies of framework-intensive systems. Previous analyses of

framework-intensive applications used dynamic analysis to diag-
nose and optimize performance problems and to aid in understand-
ing the data structures used.
2Note that the objects in the figure are annotated with the number
of dynamic instances observed in a single call to getConnection.

Ammons et al. [1], built the dynamic analysis tool Bottlenecks to
explore execution profiles to find performance bottlenecks. Exper-
iments with Bottlenecks on Trade 3, the SPECjAppServer2002 and
XML, demonstrated the complexity of these frameworks in terms
of their calling structure, by measuring the maximum and mean
depths of call paths (i.e., 77 max, 34 mean depth) and out-degree
of method nodes in the dynamic call graph (i.e., 74 max, 1.89 mean
degree).

Srinivas et al. [20] designed a dynamic analysis technique that
identifies ‘interesting method invocations’, that is, those that ac-
count for a specified cumulative percentage of execution cost, in
components selected by the user. The technique was tested suc-
cessfully on e-commerce applications built on Websphere and on
parts of the Eclipse IDE.

Mitchell et al. [14], constructed a characterization of the run-
time behavior of framework-intensive systems, by combining dy-
namic analysis with manual inspection of source code. This charac-
terization was used to organize the aggregation of operation costs in
terms of method calls and object creations. The emphasis was on
developing high-level abstractions of behavior that allow the rec-
ognizable grouping of observed method calls to better understand
their function and their cost.

Each of the above works introduces a novel way to summarize a
complex execution, in order to highlight a small number of regions
to study. In our work we use object lifetime information to identify
expensive regions of temporary usage. Recent work by Shankar et
al. [19] also employs object lifetime information to address regions
of object churn. This work uses dynamic sampling to identify re-
gions where it is profitable for JIT compilers to target aggressive
inlining, and thus widen the scope of stack allocation and related
optimizations.

Combined static and dynamic analyses. Static and dynamic
analyses have been combined to solve a wide range of problems,
including an early overview paper [8]. Typically, the static anal-
ysis results direct where the dynamic analysis should be applied
(e.g., the placement of code instrumentation by a compiler). In
contrast, the blended analysis paradigm uses dynamic analysis re-
sults to guide a subsequent static analysis, that may itself use dy-
namic information to achieve greater precision. Here, we will only
discuss examples of the latter combination (i.e., dynamic analysis
followed by static). Another difference in combined analyses is
seen in the close or loose coupling between the different types of
analyses used. Blended analysis is closely coupled; other analysis
combinations work in a more pipelined or loosely coupled fash-
ion, with the results of one analysis providing the input to the next
analysis phase.

Gupta et al. [12] used dynamic information – observed break-
points at branches and procedure calls/returns – to prune infeasible
control flow while calculating a static slice to explain program be-
havior for a specific execution. Similarly, in model checking C pro-
grams, Groce et al. interpreted failure traces by identifying a subset
of executions consistent with the trace, and then slicing the code
while eliminating portions that were inconsistent with the trace,
thus potentially increasing the precision of the slice [11]. These
uses of dynamic analysis to enhance the precision of a subsequent
static analysis are similar to the approach of blended analysis.

Mock et al. [15] designed a static slicing algorithm for C pro-
grams which used observed dynamic points-to relations instead of
computed static points-to relations when forming the slices. Their
findings were disappointing as they only improved the static slices
for programs with function pointer references which could thereby
be exactly resolved. In this case, the dynamic information didn’t
improve the precision of the static slicing of C programs.
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Orso et al. [17] designed a change impact analysis algorithm that
given a program change at c, (i) calculates the set of tests which ex-
ecute c (i.e., dynamic information) and (ii) calculates the forward
slice using c as the slicing criterion. The results of (i) and (ii) are
intersected to form the ’impact set’, the set of nodes which are af-
fected by the program change at c. Here, the static analysis im-
proves the relevance of the dynamic analysis information reported,
but the combined result is better than either result viewed singly.

Godefroid et al. performed a symbolic execution (i.e., static anal-
ysis) on a test execution path (i.e., dynamic analysis), in order to
use the path condition constraints to generate test cases that would
explore alternative paths [10]. If the path condition constraint prob-
lem is not solvable, random concrete values are substituted for sym-
bolic values to allow solution. This main idea has been expanded by
Sen et al. to form a basis for concolic testing methodologies which
use both symbolic execution and substitution of concrete values
when necessary [18]. The similarity to blended analysis is that a
dynamic execution path is being explored by a static analysis (i.e.,
symbolic execution).

Recently there have been several explorations of loosely coupled
combined analyses. The Check ’n’ Crash tool [4] provides dynamic
testing of the errors/warnings reported by ESC/Java [9], in order to
filter out false positives. This process consists of a static analy-
sis whose results are checked by a subsequent dynamic analysis.
Similarly, DSD-Crasher [5] runs Daikon, a dynamic analysis tool
that finds program invariants, to provide additional assumptions to
Check ’n’ Crash to help it generate the tests to check the errors
reported by ESC/Java. This newer process consists of: dynamic
analysis, static analysis, dynamic analysis.

Tomb et al. [21] try to find errors in programs similarly through
a combination of loosely coupled static and dynamic analyses. A
variably interprocedural symbolic execution analysis is used to ex-
plore Java program state on interprocedural paths expanded to a
specific max call depth associated with each method. For program
states that might result in a run-time exception, the associated con-
straints gathered by this analysis are then solved to find test inputs
that will expose the possible error on a program execution. Empir-
ical experiments demonstrate the utility of this approach.

Artzi et al. described various pipelined combinations of static
and dynamic mutability analyses for Java method parameters [2].
Empirical results obtained showed that a pipelined combination
analysis can exceed the accuracy of a more complex static analysis.
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